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 "Sequel to Catch a Tiger by the Tail " "THIRDS: "Sequel to Catch a Tiger by the Tail " "THIRDS:
Book Seven " Life for Dexter J. Daley has neverBook Seven " Life for Dexter J. Daley has never
been easy, but he s always found a way to pickbeen easy, but he s always found a way to pick
himself back up with a smile on his face. Taken fromhimself back up with a smile on his face. Taken from
his home and the arms of Sloane Brodie, hishis home and the arms of Sloane Brodie, his
boyfriend and THIRDS partner, Dex finds himself inboyfriend and THIRDS partner, Dex finds himself in
a situata situat

The Horrible, Miserable Middle Ages: TheThe Horrible, Miserable Middle Ages: The
Disgusting Details About Life During MedievalDisgusting Details About Life During Medieval
Times (Disgusting History)Times (Disgusting History)

 From leftover trenchers and stinky chamber pots to From leftover trenchers and stinky chamber pots to
barber surgeons and the black plague, life could bebarber surgeons and the black plague, life could be
really miserable for people during medieval times.really miserable for people during medieval times.
Get ready to explore the nasty side of life in theGet ready to explore the nasty side of life in the
Middle Ages.Middle Ages.

For Women Only, Revised and Updated Edition:For Women Only, Revised and Updated Edition:
What You Need to Know About the Inner LivesWhat You Need to Know About the Inner Lives
of Menof Men

 Discover the Truth He Wants You to Know The Discover the Truth He Wants You to Know The
man in your life carries important feelings so deepman in your life carries important feelings so deep
inside he barely knows they’re there, much lessinside he barely knows they’re there, much less
how to talk about them. Yet your man genuinelyhow to talk about them. Yet your man genuinely
wants you to “get” him—to understand his inner life,wants you to “get” him—to understand his inner life,
to know hito know hi
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What others say about this ebook:What others say about this ebook:

Review 1:Review 1:
I received this book for free from the author in exchange for an honest review. This does notI received this book for free from the author in exchange for an honest review. This does not
affect my opinion of the book or the content of my review.affect my opinion of the book or the content of my review.

Dan McDowell has sought neatness, order and a clear cut path in his life. His plans to marry JaneDan McDowell has sought neatness, order and a clear cut path in his life. His plans to marry Jane
fit within his needs and desires. That is until he puts his foot in his mouth and the chaos begins.fit within his needs and desires. That is until he puts his foot in his mouth and the chaos begins.
He reveals after a moment of intimacy that he had had a few encounters with his ex-girlfriendHe reveals after a moment of intimacy that he had had a few encounters with his ex-girlfriend
prior to when his and Jane?s exclusiveness began. Jane, of course, doesn?t see it that way andprior to when his and Jane?s exclusiveness began. Jane, of course, doesn?t see it that way and
promptly kicks him out of their home.promptly kicks him out of their home.

Weeks of being ignored and not solving their issues weighs on Dan?s mind along with hisWeeks of being ignored and not solving their issues weighs on Dan?s mind along with his
father?s heart attack and the upheaval his life has become both at home and work. His sisterfather?s heart attack and the upheaval his life has become both at home and work. His sister
Lucy gives him a manuscript his father wrote when he was a young man. In it is his ?theory ofLucy gives him a manuscript his father wrote when he was a young man. In it is his ?theory of
soul mates.?soul mates.?

Dan sets out to give his father some peace and while doing so finds answers for his father andDan sets out to give his father some peace and while doing so finds answers for his father and
himself.himself.

?Okay. I?ll just say it. I guess I?m a little stuck on this soul mate thing. ? Yep, I?d become the?Okay. I?ll just say it. I guess I?m a little stuck on this soul mate thing. ? Yep, I?d become the
girl. The girl who didn?t want to get down until she knew it ?meant something.?girl. The girl who didn?t want to get down until she knew it ?meant something.?

Dan is a photographer by trade with a keen eye for artistic photos. He?s a good son, brother andDan is a photographer by trade with a keen eye for artistic photos. He?s a good son, brother and
friend; however, he is clueless when it comes to romantic relationships. He meets a woman andfriend; however, he is clueless when it comes to romantic relationships. He meets a woman and
falls in love with her questioning whether or not they are soul mates.falls in love with her questioning whether or not they are soul mates.

?Hysterical Love.??Hysterical Love.?

?What???What??

?A case of Hysterical Love ? in the clinical sense.??A case of Hysterical Love ? in the clinical sense.?

I felt like he?d jabbed me with a needle. ?Is that a real thing??I felt like he?d jabbed me with a needle. ?Is that a real thing??

?Just think about it.??Just think about it.?

Lorraine Devon Wilke has captured and expressively written about the one dilemma that mostLorraine Devon Wilke has captured and expressively written about the one dilemma that most
couples encounter when they become serious ? are they soul mates? Will they love one anothercouples encounter when they become serious ? are they soul mates? Will they love one another
forever? Will they be happy having only one person in their life to love forever? Further, she hasforever? Will they be happy having only one person in their life to love forever? Further, she has
taken the stereotypical role of the woman and placed it firmly on the man?s shoulder; skillfullytaken the stereotypical role of the woman and placed it firmly on the man?s shoulder; skillfully
turning the table and providing a fresh and unique glimpse into a man?s thoughts and world ofturning the table and providing a fresh and unique glimpse into a man?s thoughts and world of
romance. Within the first few pages, you cannot help but side with Jane but as Dan?s journeyromance. Within the first few pages, you cannot help but side with Jane but as Dan?s journey
leads to self-discovery; you cannot help but see him differently and feel his confusion.leads to self-discovery; you cannot help but see him differently and feel his confusion.

Wilke is passionate about the development of her characters as they come to life with each word.Wilke is passionate about the development of her characters as they come to life with each word.
The reader cannot help but connect to her characters. The plot is strong, fresh, balanced andThe reader cannot help but connect to her characters. The plot is strong, fresh, balanced and
delivered skillfully. It is a moving story and is a must read for anyone who has been, is, or thinksdelivered skillfully. It is a moving story and is a must read for anyone who has been, is, or thinks
they may fall in love someday.they may fall in love someday.
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Don?t miss this book. It is a wonderful read. Wilke is a truly gifted writer and one to watch grow;Don?t miss this book. It is a wonderful read. Wilke is a truly gifted writer and one to watch grow;
she will continue to provide thought provoking stories based on real issues.she will continue to provide thought provoking stories based on real issues.

WordsAPlenty gives this book a highly deserved 5 star rating.WordsAPlenty gives this book a highly deserved 5 star rating.

 Review 2: Review 2:
Hysterical Love is the second work I've read from Lorraine Devon Wilke and there was no fall/offHysterical Love is the second work I've read from Lorraine Devon Wilke and there was no fall/off
from the splendid quality of her earlier novel. Wilke's forte is presenting contemporary life andfrom the splendid quality of her earlier novel. Wilke's forte is presenting contemporary life and
relationships, particularly family relationships, with a sure and knowing touch. Families holdrelationships, particularly family relationships, with a sure and knowing touch. Families hold
secrets and that is what simmers beneath the surface of this narrative, told briskly and skillfully.secrets and that is what simmers beneath the surface of this narrative, told briskly and skillfully.
In the traditional sense, Hysterical Love is in the genre of romantic comedy. Such work is difficultIn the traditional sense, Hysterical Love is in the genre of romantic comedy. Such work is difficult
to present and maintain but Wilke does so by engaging the reader with the immediate concernsto present and maintain but Wilke does so by engaging the reader with the immediate concerns
and motivations of the characters while servicing a back story that provides dramatic tensionand motivations of the characters while servicing a back story that provides dramatic tension
and intrigue. Also, the particular world and setting ring true and are delivered with the unfalteringand intrigue. Also, the particular world and setting ring true and are delivered with the unfaltering
sense that Wilke is thoroughly grounded in her subject matter. Both works I've read of hers standsense that Wilke is thoroughly grounded in her subject matter. Both works I've read of hers stand
strongly as novels but would also easily lend themselves to screen adaptations. All of thestrongly as novels but would also easily lend themselves to screen adaptations. All of the
elements of Hysterical Love are vivid and colorful. Congratulations to Wilke for pulling off aelements of Hysterical Love are vivid and colorful. Congratulations to Wilke for pulling off a
challenging work with a deceptive sense of ease.challenging work with a deceptive sense of ease.

 Review 3: Review 3:
It kept me surprised. Enjoyed it a lot!It kept me surprised. Enjoyed it a lot!

 Review 4: Review 4:
I recently finished this second novel by Lorraine Devon Wilke. It?s laugh-out-loud funny. If youI recently finished this second novel by Lorraine Devon Wilke. It?s laugh-out-loud funny. If you
enjoy reading books about family, complex relationships, human emotions, and the little bit ofenjoy reading books about family, complex relationships, human emotions, and the little bit of
craziness that we all possess, you?ll like this book. It?s a great summer read, but pick it up anycraziness that we all possess, you?ll like this book. It?s a great summer read, but pick it up any
time of year for a fun and entertaining story!time of year for a fun and entertaining story!

 Review 5: Review 5:
We are proud to announce that HYSTERICAL LOVE by Lorraine Devon Wilke is a B.R.A.G.We are proud to announce that HYSTERICAL LOVE by Lorraine Devon Wilke is a B.R.A.G.
Medallion Honoree. This tells a reader that this book is well worth their time and money!Medallion Honoree. This tells a reader that this book is well worth their time and money!
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